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                             Connect   

                             Manage all your social accounts in one place 
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                             Discover   

                             Find high-quality content and viral post ideas 
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                             Design   

                             Design images with stock media editing tools 
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                             Categorize   

                             Classify your posts into topic-based buckets 
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                             Create   

                             Compose, customize and preview your posts 
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                             Schedule   

                             Automate your social publishing schedule 
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                             Analyze   

                             Evaluate post performance and engagement 
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                             Mobile   

                             Create and manage posts on your phone 
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                             Facebook   

                             Schedule Posts and Reels to your Pages and Groups!
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                             Instagram   

                             Schedule posts, Stories, Reels and Carousels
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                             Google Business   

                             Schedule posts to your Google Business Profile
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                             LinkedIn   

                             Schedule posts to your professional Profile and Pages
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                             Pinterest   

                             Schedule posts and pins to all your boards
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                             TikTok   

                             Schedule videos to the world’s most popular app
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                             Twitter/X   

                             Schedule posts, Tweets, Retweets and more
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                             YouTube   

                             Schedule shorts and videos to your Channels
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    Schedule better content. 
Reach more people.
Get more followers.
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        Post Planner is the all-in-one social media app to boost your engagement with real results. Automate and manage your publishing calendars. Discover and curate streams of content, or create your own. 
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